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SONIC EXCELLENCE REDEFINED
This selection of super-high fidelity car audio components has reached unparallelled excellence.
The Pioneer Reference Series — PRS — is the result of Pioneer's commitment to redefining the
standards for car audio. Every component — from headunit, equaliser and amplifiers,
to the brand-new PRS speakers — has been designed by selecting only the
highest quality hi-fi parts to bring you crystal clear sound in a variety of
system configurations.
Combine the DEX-P9R ultra-high quality CD/RDS component
tuner with the DEQ-P9 digital preamp/equaliser and you'll
discover an audio source system that sets new standards in
sonic excellence. The versatile PRS amps and speakers are
honed to perfection by Pioneer, engineered to deliver the
purest sound, from crisp highs to thundering lows.

F O R P E R F E C T I O N I S T S O N LY
Pioneer's lengthy experience with high-end audio systems continues with the DEX-P9R ultra high-quality CD/RDS component
tuner. The DEX-P9R transfers digital data directly from the CD to the audio processors so you get as close as possible to the
original sound with an absolute minimum of distortion and noise. The DEX-P9R can function alone, but when optically paired
with the DEQ-P9 high-tech digital preamp/equaliser, it forms a system with unrivalled audio, DSP and network functions.
If you really want to experience what this system is capable of, then make sure to use thoroughly engineered and pure
sound-proven amps and speakers. Pioneer’s PRS amps and speakers. Go for the unparalleled listening experience.

DEX-P9R CD/RDS COMPONENT TUNER
HI-BIT CONVERSION FOR A SUPERIOR DYNAMIC RANGE
Pioneer’s acclaimed hi-bit conversion algorithm converts the original 16-bit CD audio signal to 24-bits. Using 24-bit high resolution audio processing
realises a high dynamic range, improves small linearity and maintains pure audio quality during digital processing.

DEX-P9R
COMPONENT CD/RDS TUNER

• High Voltage Output
• IP Bus Input/Output
• Optical Input/Output
General
• Multi-CD Control with Disc Title Memory and CD Text
• Source TV Control
• DAB Tuner Control
• Source DVD Control
• External Unit Control via IP-Bus (2 units)
• AUX-In (with optional CD-RB20)
• Slide-type Remote Control
• Digital Clock
• OEL blue-colour display illumination
• Display Off
• Auto-flap mechanism
• Removable front panel with safety warning beep
• Cellular telephone auto muting
• Flexible angle installation (0 – 60˚)
• Voice Control with optional CD-VC60/65 (Track or Disc)
• Copper-plated chassis
• Aluminium finished front panel

Tuner
• RDS (PI, PS, AF, TP/TA), PTY (Search and Alarm),
News Interrupt feature and Radio Text
• High Speed PLL ARC5 Synthesiser tuner with BSA
(Best TP Station Auto Search), BSM (Best Stations Memory)
and PNS (Pulse Noise Suppressor)
• 24-Station Presets
CD Player
• 24-bit D/A Converter with 8 times Oversampling Digital filter
• Fast forward/reverse
• Track Search/Scan/Repeat
• Track/Manual search
• Random Play
• Last Position Memory
• Disc Title Memory
• CD Text
• CD-R(W) playback with Skip Play
Audio
• Separate Bass/Treble
• Source Level Adjuster
• Fader
• 3 Gold-plated RCA Preouts (Front + Rear + Non Fading)

HI-VOLT • DVD CONTROL • FULL DAB CONTROL • MULTI-CD

2 HIGH-PERFORMANCE 24-BIT MULTI-BIT D/A CONVERTERS
The DEX-P9R’s audio output channels feature 2 separate 24-bit multi-bit Digital Audio Converters. These
DACs, manufactured by the Burr Brown Corporation, are widely acclaimed as the highest performance
DACs in use today. They are arranged in Sign-Magnitude conversion mode, which eliminates zero cross
distortion and offers an astounding S/N noise ratio and an ultra-wide dynamic range. Combine this with
the 8 times oversampling digital filter and the result is unparalleled sonic clarity, faithfully reproducing the
resonance of the original recording until the last reverberations have died away, while maintaining a vivid
reproduction of the background sounds.

24-Bit multi-bit D/A Converters

ELEGANT COSMETIC
DESIGN AND GRAPHICAL
USER INTERFACE (GUI)
FOR SUPERIOR
VISIBILITY AND OPERATION
Not only will the audio processing impress, so will the
DEX-P9R’s many subtle refinements. The aluminium front panel
and elegant blue mono-colour OEL display are a sight to behold. For
those who insist on absolute perfection, a Display Off mode is
available to eliminate noise created by the display’s power conversion
circuits, which affects the audio signal.
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DESIGN FOR HIGH-QUALITY SOUND
The output stage audio components of the DEX-P9R have been
specially selected, based on listening tests, for their acoustic
performance. Special touches such as a copper-plated chassis for
reducing noise induced eddy currents, gold-plated RCA terminals and
the use of 99.99 % pure Oxygen Free Copper in the RCA cables make
this product the acoustic perfectionist’s dream.
Display Off Mode
Copper-plated Chassis

Gold-plated RCA terminals

Slide-type remote control

DEQ-P9 DIGITAL PREAMP/EQUALISER

The off-board digital network features 3 ultra-precise 51-bit Digital
Signal Processors to implement the 31-band graphic equalisation
with independent Left/Right control, Time Alignment and the 4-way
digital network offered by the DEQ-P9.

— L+R — L
With a L/R common
equaliser the frequency
response is a blend of the
responses of the left and
the right channels, and the
actual frequency response
of these channels has
peaks and dips, caused by
the difference in acoustic
characteristics of the left
and the right channels.
This non-flat response of
the left and right channels
makes creating natural
sound staging and imaging
difficult.
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ORIGINALLY DESIGNED FULL CUSTOM
51-BIT DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSOR
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Using independent left and
right equalisation, it is
possible to have flat
frequency response
characteristics for each
channel, facilitating the
creation of natural sound
staging and imaging.

DEQ-P9
DIGITAL PREAMP/EQUALISER
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51-bit Digital Signal Processor
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-40
• 31-Band L/R independent graphic equaliser (1/3 oct)
with level control (0.5 step, ± 12 dB)
• 4-Way independent L/R crossover network (High, Mid,
Low, Subwoofer)
- Crossover frequency: 20 Hz – 20 kHz (1/3 oct)
- Slope: 0*, -6, -12, -18, -24, -30, -36 dB/oct
• Time Alignment for clear sound focus
• Listening Position selector (FR/FL/F/OFF)
• 24-bit Burr-Brown D/A converters
• High performance 8 times oversampling digital filter
• Optical Input for connection with DEX-P9R
• High Voltage Output
• Gold-plated 8-channel RCA Output
(High/Mid/Low/Subwoofer)
• Parametric Bass/Treble
• Electronic Volume
• Gold-plated Power Screw Terminals
• Copper-plated chassis
• Installation Kit

-50

200

2K
Frequency (Hz)

20K

* Not available for HPF of High-mode.

Bass Adjustment

31-BAND DIGITAL EQUALISATION
The DEQ-P9 features a high performance L/R independent 31-band
digital equaliser, allowing you to adjust each frequency range by
0.5 dB. The result? Perfectly natural sound without interference of
the car’s irregular shape or interior materials.

32 BIt
Original
Audio Signal
CD
16 BIt

Hi-Bit
Conversion
24 BIt

24 BIt
Optical Transfer

Digital
Filter
24 BIt

DSP
51 BIt
Digital
Processing

DSP
51 BIt
Digital
Processing

32 BIt

DSP
51 BIt
Digital
Processing

DAC
24 BIt
D/A
Conversion

Digital
Filter
24 BIt

DAC
24 BIt
D/A
Conversion

Hi-Bit Processing diagram

Graphic Equaliser
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DEQ-P9 DIGITAL PREAMP/EQUALISER
TIME ALIGNMENT FOR CLEAR SOUND POSITIONING
Time alignment lets you adjust the speaker sound output timing for personal positioning
within the vehicle. The output timing for each speaker can be adjusted by 1/20.000 second
so that the sound from each speaker, where ever it is installed, reaches the driver at the
exact same time, assuring the ideal listening conditions.
Time Alignment

TIME ALIGNMENT COMBINED WITH
POSITION FINE TUNING
Position Fine Tuning complements the Time Alignment feature, and
Pioneer recommends that these two powerful features be used
together. First, use Time Alignment to set the distance for each
band (low, mid, high and subwoofer) and from each individual
speaker to the listening position. Then, adjust the Position Fine
Tuning feature, which uses the average distance to the left and
right speakers and is applied independently of the band. Finally,
use the level balance settings of Position Fine Tuning to adjust the
sound image to make sure it is exactly how you like it.

Time Alignment

Position Fine Tuning

Position Setting

4-WAY DIGITAL CROSSOVER NETWORK FOR AN IMPRESSIVE MUSIC AMBIENCE
Create the ultimate system by using the DEQ-P9 in its 4-way (low, mid, high, subwoofer) configuration
for optimum performance. Each band has its dedicated speaker, while the Crossover Network and
Time Alignment feature allow for each band to be precisely tuned. Result: perfectly balanced
acoustics. If you prefer to work with a 2-way plus subwoofer system, no worries. The resulting extra
channel won't go to waste. It can be used to drive a full range rear fill speaker and will enhance the
rear seat acoustics.

Crossover Network Adjustment

SIX HIGH-PERFORMANCE 24-BIT
MULTI-BIT DACs
The outputs of the DEQ-P9’s digital network feature six pieces
of 24-bit multi-bit DAC’s: Left and Right for each High, Mid
and Low mode, which has earned them the reputation
of being the best DACs presently available. The
subwoofer output features a high performance
delta/sigma system 1-bit D/A converter,
manufactured by the Burr Brown
Corporation.
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RECOMMENDED SYSTEM SET-UPS
To get the most from the DEX-P9R, Pioneer strongly recommends using it in combination with the DEQ-P9 and the PRS amps
and speakers, to create a variety of system set-ups that suit your taste and car. In both the configurations shown below, the
external amplifiers are driven by the DEQ-P9’s Hi-Volt outputs. These very high quality outputs use their own balanced
plus/minus PWM power supply to minimise noise and distortion.

FRONT 3-WAY PLUS SUBWOOFER SYSTEM
Opt

To bring out the full potential of the
DEQ-P9, set up a front 3-way system plus
subwoofer, as shown here. This system
configuration guarantees the utmost in
accurate sound staging.

PRS-X220

DEQ-P9

DEX-P9R*

TS-T3PRS

High
TS-M7PRS

Mid

Front

PRS-X320

TS-M7PRS

Low
PRS-X320

Sub Out

TS-W12PRS

Subwoofer

Bridged PRS-X340
*For specific needs - even in this system configuration - rear speakers
can be added via the DEX-P9R's rear RCA-output.

FRONT ACTIVE 2-WAY / REAR PASSIVE 2-WAY PLUS SUBWOOFER SYSTEM
Opt

DEQ-P9

TS-T3PRS

DEX-P9R

Front
High

TS-M7PRS

PRS-X340

Mid-Low
UD-N2PRS

TS-T3PRS
TS-M7PRS

Full Range

Rear
TS-T3PRS
PRS-X320
UD-N2PRS

Sub Out

The front 2-way configuration in this
system consists of a low-mid range speaker
and a tweeter, driven by the DEQ-P9's
active network. The rear 2-way
configuration is driven through the
mid-output channel of the DEQ-P9. This
mid-output can be used as a full range
output, which can then be combined with
the UD-N2PRS cross-over network to drive
a 2-way system.
The rear speaker's sound output will
improve the ambience, while also giving
rear seat passengers a better listening
experience.

TS-M7PRS

TS-W12PRS

Subwoofer

Bridged PRS-X340

Note:
The DEX-P9R can function as a stand-alone headunit. In this case, external amplifiers can be used to drive the front and rear speakers as well as a
subwoofer over the non-fading preout. Each of the outputs from the DEX-P9R features a 4 V Hi-Volt preout, and the analogue conversion is done
using Burr Brown 24-bit multi-bit DACs.
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POWER, PRECISION, PERFECTION
Pioneer's PRS amps are designed to drive your speakers to the limit — or rather, beyond the limit. Thanks to the MOSFET
power supply, you get more distortion-free sound power than ever before. In addition, a 4-channel crossover (PRS-X340) gives
you several power options, while a high/low switch lets you choose between 3 – 9 kHz or 40 – 120 Hz. The band-pass filter
makes bi-amplifying a breeze. And, you can even mount two PRS Series amps together for truly awesome power.

MOSFET DEVICES
FOR OPTIMUM PERFORMANCE

Pioneer Intelligent Power System optimises performance from turn-on to
turn-off. This exclusive circuit manages the performance of the amplifier
at all times. From preventing turn-on or -off thump to adjusting the PWM
MOSFET regulated power supply
and even providing the power for
that extra-heavy bass note, it
does everything to ensure you
get peak power output without
noise.

Watts

Pioneer MOSFET output devices, incorporated in all PRS series
amplifiers, offer significant advantages over traditional bipolar
devices. Faster switching results in less crossover distortion and less
noise. MOSFET’s create more power
with less heat, so the resistance is
lower. And with a higher thermal
stability, performance is optimised at
peak operating temperatures. With
full MOSFET-driven power supplies
and MOSFET output sections, Pioneer
PRS amplifiers are better than ever at
delivering power!

INTELLIGENT POWER SYSTEM

Terminals

Voltage

Regulated Power Supply
Unregulated Power Supply

Input/Output devices

REGULATED POWER SUPPLY
The power supply unit is central to the performance of any amplifier. A car’s power supply is normally in the 12 V ~ 14 V range, which restricts the
maximum output power to a theoretical limit of about 50 W through a 4 ohm load. For more output power, it’s necessary to boost the car’s line
voltage using a power supply unit. So all Pioneer PRS amplifiers use a PWM Regulated MOSFET power supply.
This means that the amplifier can control its own power supply and allow for an extra current boost to the speakers to compensate for any drop in
voltage caused by other electric loads in the car (e.g. switching on the defroster). Like this the regulated power supply will provide maximum power
to the speakers under real-life operating conditions.

4 ohms

THD + N%

Watts

HI-VOLT INPUTS

53.67

Voltage

All Pioneer PRS amplifiers have an
Input Level Control, which is
adjustable over 6.5 volts of input
signal on all models. This means
that all Pioneer PRS amplifiers can
take signals from Hi-Volt headunits
or line drivers, without any
clipping.

PARALLEL COIL
TOROIDAL TRANSFORMERS
Pioneer power amplifiers also use Parallel Coil
Toroidal Transformers, which provide even higher
voltage boost and lower magnetic flux leakage
than normal toroidal transformers, further
reducing noise in the audio system.

Parallel Coil Toroidal Transformer

4.681

REVERSIBLE ENDCAPS
The chromed endcaps are reversible for more versatility in installation, and they hide the wiring for a clean installed look. It’s easy to reverse the
Pioneer logo badge. First remove the endcap and flip over. Remove the retaining screw for the badge, then flip the badge around. Replace the
retaining screw securely and reattach the endcap.

MOUNT POWER SERIES AMPS TOGETHER
Butt two PRS Series amplifiers together to create one massive amplifier. The
mounting feet on the interior side can be removed or rotated inward to allow the
amplifiers to mount flush against each other.
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Bridgeable
Amplifiers
PRS-X340 Power
PRS-X720
PRS-X320
Max. output power
Continuous output power (RMS) (14.4 V)
20 - 20 kHz/4 ohms
20 - 20 kHz/2 ohms
Bridged 4 ohms
DIN output power
(DIN45324, +B = 14.4 V)
Variable Crossover network
Ach
Bch
Low Frequencies (-12 dB/oct)40 - 120 Hz
High Frequencies (-12 dB/oct)3 - 9 kHz
LPF/HPF Network (-12 dB/oct)
Input level/gain control
PWM Regulated MOSFET power supply
High Voltage Input capability (400 mV - 6.5 V)
Low load impedance capability (1 - 8 ohm)
Variable Bass Emphasis (0 - 18 dB)
Subsonic filter: 15 Hz (-24 dB/oct)
Gold-plated RCA input and output terminals
(full range) enabling Link Top connection
Gold-plated screw-type speaker terminals
Screw-type speaker terminals
Large gold-plated power/ground terminals
(screw type)
High performance balanced isolator circuit
Reversible endcaps for installation versatility
MOSFET output section
Chassis size (W x H x D)
Unit Weight

PRS-X220*
4 x 150 W
2 x 500 W

2 x 400 w
1 x 1500 W

2 x 200 W
1 x 800 W

2 x 120
1 x 400 W

4 x 37.5 W
4 x 75 W
2 x 150 W
4 x 115 W or
2 x 360 W

2 x 100 W
2 x 200 W
1 x 400 W
2 x 298 W or
1 x 900 W

2 x 50 W
2 x 100 W
1 x 200 W
2 x 163 W or
1 x 486 W

2 x 30 W
2 x 60 W
1 x 120 W
2 x 87 W or
1 x 313 W

50 - 120 Hz
•
•
•
•
40 - 120 Hz
•
•

50 - 120 Hz
•
•
•
•
40 - 120 Hz
•
•

50 - 120 Hz
•
•
•
•
60 Hz

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
264 x 65 x 345 mm
7 kg

•
•
•
264 x 65 x 345 mm
6.5 kg

•
•
•
264 x 65 x 290 mm
5.5 kg

•
•
•
264 x 65 x 240 mm
4.5 kg

LPF-Low, LPF High,
HPF-Low, BPF
LPF-Low, LPF-High,
HPF Low, HPF-High

•
•
•
•

•

•

Warning: Pioneer Power Series amplifiers are designed to supply higher output power than conventional amplifiers. Therefore, please use a subwoofer whose nominal input power is about twice the connected Power Series amplifier’s
continuous output power.
* Not available in the U.K.
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DESIGNED WITH THE PUREST SOUND IN MIND
When the world's biggest car audio speaker
manufacturer decides to shake the
competition, expect the esoteric. The all new
Pioneer Reference Series (PRS) speakers are just
that. The pinnacle of loudspeaker components,
Pioneer PRS Series are born out of the most
demanding IASCA S/Q (Sound Quality) competition
circuit. With direct feedback from noteworthy individuals
committed to win, Pioneer engineers fine-tuned the PRS line
several times to realise a truly smooth, natural performance.

TS-T3PRS 1-1/4" (30 mm) FLUSH MOUNT SOFT DOME TWEETER
How low does your tweeter go? If you want smooth, linear frequency response,
the transition of sound from the midrange loudspeaker to the tweeter is critical.
The tweeter must be able to play sweet and low with an extended low frequency
response that can actually improve the overall imaging and staging of your audio
system.
The TS-T3PRS has a large sized 30 mm Soft Dome Diaphragm for higher sound
imaging without any harshness. Its magnetic circuit uses an ultra strong (30.5 g)
Neodymium magnet for faster and more precise transient response. The Sealed
Performance Chamber is designed to extend the crossover frequency down to
3 kHz. This chamber was carefully tuned using 4 different acoustic damping
materials.

6
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5

3

3
4
3

3
2

200 W MAX POWER
TS-T3PRS Cut View
1. Die-cast Aluminium Flange
2. Die-cast Aluminium Back Chamber
(Sealed Performance Chamber)
3. Four Different Acoustic Damping
Materials

Large diameter Soft Dome
Tweeter

4. Large Neodymium Magnet
5. 30 mm Polyester Fiber Diaphragm
6. Removable Metal Mesh Protector

TS-M7PRS 6 - 3/4" (17 cm)MID-BASS DRIVER

The TS-M7PRS Mid-bass driver was meticulously designed to reproduce real strings and vocals with less distortion. Thanks to the Kevlar®
laminated Cellulose Cone and the Butyl Rubber Symmetrical Balanced Surround, you can expect accurate, smooth sound from mid-bass to upper
mid-range frequencies. If it's precision control of sound you're after, the TS-M7PRS comes highly recommended. And you can combine it with the
DEX-P9R and DEQ-P9 for the ultimate in acoustic pleasure.

200 W MAX POWER

SYMMETRICAL BALANCED SURROUND
The Symmetrical Balanced Surround divides the speaker edge into
six equal parts, and inverts half of them. Since half of these
"sections" are rolled out, and half rolled in, the mechanical
resistance is the same regardless of the cone movement.
This unique technology drastically reduces distortion on the
mid-range frequency. The complex shape of the surround prevents
resonance peaks on its surface.
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TS-W12PRS 12" (30 cm) DUAL VOICE COIL SUBWOOFER
Introducing TS-W12PRS, a subwoofer that can handle real power and the first product equipped with the Voice Coil Cooling System (VCCS). VCCS
draws heat away from the inside of the sub, so that the sound stays natural and your subwoofer doesn't get hot under the collar, not even on a
long drive. In addition, the TS-W12PRS has a 2550 g magnet and a giant magnetic circuit supported by an aluminum die-cast frame. There's also a
3" (76 cm) dual layer long voice coil (2 x 4 ohm) that, combined with the extremely light, rigid Kevlar® and Pulp cone, results in a very strong
moving force. Fast. The TS-W12PRS – it's cooler and faster than any other sub.

1200 W MAX POWER

TS-W12PRS Cut View
1

1. Dual-Layer Rolled Urethane Surround
2. Conex Damper with Integrated Lead Wires
3. Gold-Plated Binding Posts
4. Projected Pole Yoke
5. Voice Coil Cooling System (VCCS)
6. Bumped Back Plate
7. Vented Pole Yoke
8. 3” Diameter, Long Excursion Voice Coil
9. High Energy Strontium Magnet
10. Anti-Resonant Die-Cast Aluminium Basket
11. Aluminium Dust Cap
12. Kevlar® Laminated Cellulose Cone

12

11

2
10

3
4

8
9

5
7
6

Voice Coil Temperature
(Short Term Variations)

Voice Coil Temperature
(Long Term Playback)

VOICE COIL COOLING SYSTEM (VCCS)*

* Patent pending.

160.0

250

140.0

200

120.0

Signal OFF

150.0

Temperature (˚C)

130.0

Temperature (˚C)

Typically, the longer and louder you play your sub, the hotter it
gets. This changes its electrical and mechanical characteristics
and adversely affects sound quality. Pioneer’s Voice Coil
Cooling System (VCCS) draws heat away from the inside of the
sub, reducing temperatures by 50 degrees. In the simplest
terms, it keeps your sound crisp and your sub from losing its
cool.

Signal ON

300

150

100

110.0
100.0
90.0
80.0
70.0

50

60.0
50.0

Time (Hr.)

0
0

6

12

18

Time (Sec.)

40.0
0

60

without VCCS

without VCCS

with VCCS

with VCCS

120

180
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TS-T3PRS

1-1/4” (30 mm) SOFT DOME TWEETER
ø7
5(
3D
ia.)

Output Sound Pressure and Impedance
Frequency Characteristics (Input Voltage: 2 V)

Impedance (ohm)

dB
dB

2

100

4

ø 87 (3 - 3/8 Dia.)

8
90

16
32

80
15 (9/16)

3 - ø 4.3(3/16 Dia.) Holes

30 (1-1/4)

70

• 30 mm Polyester fiber diaphragm
• Large Neodymium magnet (30.5 g)
• Die-cast Aluminium flange
• Die-cast Aluminium back chamber
• Gold-plated terminals
• Removable metal protector
• Flush mount application
• Maximum input power: 200 W
• Nominal input power: 60 W
• 1,000 - 30,000 Hz, 92 dB (1W/1m)
• Recommended Crossover frequency: 3,000 Hz
• Nominal impedance: 8 ohm

60

100

200

500

1,000

2,000

5,000 10,000 20,000 40,000
Frequency (Hz)

Revc (Ω)

Levc (mH)

6.5

0.03

6-3/4” (17 cm) MID-BASS DRIVER

TS-M7PRS

Output Sound Pressure and Impedance
Frequency Characteristics (Input Voltage: 2 V)
45º

º
45

(6
58
ø1

)
ia.
)D
1/4

Impedance (ohm)

dB
dB

2

100

4

ø 100 (4 Dia.)

ø 143 (5 - 5/8 Dia.)

ø 170 (6 - 3/4 Dia.)

8
90

16
32

80

70
4 - 4.5 x 6.5 Holes
(3/16 x 1/4)

8.3 (5/16)

67.3 (2 - 5/8)

60

10

Remarks:
The mid-bass driver was designed for small enclosure use. When you use this unit, please provide a 5 Litres
enclosure.
Pioneer recommended enclosure volumes for mid-bass driver and subwoofer include speaker displacement.
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20

50

100

200

500 1,000 2,000 5,000 10,000 20,000
Frequency (Hz)

• Kevlar®/Pulp composite cone woofer
• Ready for small enclosure application (e.g. kick panel)
Recommended enclosure volume: 5 Litres
• Symmetrically balanced Butyl Rubber Surround
• Aluminium die-cast frame
• Gold-plated binding posts
• Maximum input power: 200 W
• Nominal input power: 60 W
• 28 - 10,000 Hz, 91 dB (1W/1m)
• Nominal impedance: 4 ohm

Standard enclosure (without small chamber)
With 5 Litres enclosure (Recommended)

Revc
(Ω)

Levc
(mH)

Fs
(Hz)

Zmax
(Ω)

Qms

Qes

Qts

Vas
(cu ft / Liters)

3.6

0.36

48

43

4.58

0.42

0.38

0.39/11.1

Rms
(NS/m)

Mms
(g)

Cms
(m/N)

BL
(T m)

Sd
(sq in)
(sq m)

Hvc
(in)
(mm)

Hag
(in)
(mm)

Deplacement
(cu ft)
(liters)

1.15

15.4

5.57E 04

6.76

18.5
0.012

0.48
12.24

0.24
6

0.015
0.42

12” (30 cm) DUAL VOICE COIL SUBWOOFER

TS-W12PRS

8 - ø 6.5 Holes (1/4 Dia.)
.)
Dia
7/8

19 (3/4)

• Kevlar®/Pulp composite cone woofer
• Dual-layer rolled Urethane Surround
• Dual-Voice Coil design (2 x 4 ohm)
• 2 ohm rated (parallel wired)
• 8 ohm rated (series wired)
• VCCS (Voice Coil Cooling System)
• 4-Spoke Aluminium die-cast frame
• Gold-plated binding posts
• Low-Q design for use in small sealed box (28 Liter +/- 10 %
recommended)
• Maximum input power: 1200 W
• Nominal input power: 300 W
• 15 - 2,000 Hz, 92 dB (1W/1m)

ø 278 (11 Dia.)

ø 322 (12 - 3/4 Dia.)

(11
02
ø3

133 (5-1/4)
152 (6)

Sealed enclosure Series

Low "Q" Series subwoofers for sealed box

Revc
(Ω)

Levc
(mH)
(8 Ω/2 Ω)

Zmax
(Ω)
(8 Ω/2 Ω)

Fs
(Hz)

Qms

Qes

Qts

Vas
(cu ft)
(Mers)m

Rms
(NS/m)

dual
3.6

1.61
0.40

175
43.8

24

9.00

0.41

0.39

3.3
93

2.3

Mms
(g)
(mm)

Cms
(m/N)
(sq m)

Diam
(in)
(8 Ω/2 Ω)

Sd
(sq in)
(mm)

BL
(T m)
(mm)

Xmax
(in)
(mm)

Hvc
(in)

Hag
(in)

135

3.15 x 10-4

9.5
241

70.9
0.0456

19.46
9.73

0.53
13.5

1.56
39.5

0.47
12.0

Model

Cutout Hole

Mounting Depth (mm/inch)

Recommended enclosure volumes
(cu fe/Liters)

TS-W12PRS

Ø 278 (11 Dia.)

133/5.25

1.0 (+/- 10%)
28 (+/- 10%)

UD-N2PRS 2-WAY, PASSIVE CROSSOVER NETWORK
Pioneer has designed a 2-way, passive crossover network especially for use with the TS-T3PRS and TS-M7PRS. With its
discriminating EMI (Electromagnetic Interference) shielding chassis, the UD-N2PRS network provides simple, yet clear and
precise, sound solutions.

142

95

33.3

• EMI (Electromagnetic Interference) shielding chassis
• Selected quality devices
• Input capability: 200 W max, 60 W nom
• Crossover Frequency 3,000 Hz
Low Pass Filter (LPF) -12 dB / oct.
High Pass Filter (HPF) -12 dB / oct.
• Load impedance
Midrange (TS-M7PRS): 4 ohm
Tweeter (TS-T3PRS): 8 ohm
• Tweeter attenuation: 0 dB / -3 dB

TS-T3PRS + TS-M7PRS + UD-N2PRS
dB
dB

Filter Diagram UD-N2PRS
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The excitement's all there – and more – @
Drop by soon!
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Forget yesterday’s limits, this is tomorrow’s technology, Pioneer style.
So surround yourself with Pioneer – at work or play. You’ll come alive. We promise.

